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Abstract: This paper studies shopper acceptance for using beacons in the purchase process. The
main goal is to examine shopper response to beacon-triggered promotions and propose a model
that would help retail practitioners plan the implementation of beacons in stores. The model was
evaluated via an in-market test to examine the effects of beacon-triggered promotion on shopper
attention, technology acceptance, and the decision to purchase. The test was conducted in Belgrade,
Serbia in 10 representative stores where beacons were implemented with 10 twin control stores.
The SimplyTastly mobile application was used for sending notifications. Furthermore, two more inmarket beacon activations were analysed in Croatia and Bulgaria. The results showed that shoppers
accepted beacon technology and that beacon-triggered promotion had a positive impact on shopper
attention, purchase behaviour, and the decision to purchase. The results show that the proposed
model could serve as a sound basis for the implementation of beacon technology in retail.
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1. Introduction
The development of mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies has significantly
affected marketing [1]. It becomes smarter when fulfilling the need for individualised,
personalised, context-relevant, real-time, immediate, interactive communication with consumers and shoppers, facilitating conversion to purchase, enhancing experiences, and
improving business results [2–4]. By connecting things to the Internet, the IoT encourages
interactions between marketers and customers. Consequently, companies embrace new
technologies that facilitate new market behaviours, interactions, and experiences [5]. Using
the IoT and mobile technologies, sellers can interact with customers by motivating them
with the right messages and at the right time to make a purchase [1]. The pervasive technologies and the IoT have radically altered the retail landscape [6]. Despite a lot of expected
positives of the IoT, this technology still has not reached the expected mass implementation
by the retail and consumer goods sector, and this raises the need to understand and help
close this gap.
The problem of IoT implementation in retail is multifaceted and can be explored
from different perspectives. It can start either from the organisational and internal infrastructure needs or the customer [2,7–9]. Several research papers deal with the user (both
organisational and consumer) perceptions and model the technology acceptance [10–16].
Another aspect of IoT implementation is the technology itself, infrastructure requirements,
benefits, and limitations of options like radio frequency identification (RFID), near-field
communication (NFC), Wi-Fi technologies, and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) (beacons),
among others [9,17–21]. The focus of recent research papers is placed on more advanced
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sensor- and IoT-interrelated technologies. These deal with emotion recognition [22], upgrades to RFID sensors [23], the evolution of security-related solutions [24], and the use of
blockchain in supply chain management [25]. Specific solutions have been the focus in a
few papers, either as proposals of novel solutions such as real-time locating systems [8],
RFID-enabled service systems [14], smart shopping systems [19], BLE-based services [20],
customer profiling by vision and radio beacon fusion [21], integrated centralised frameworks for device data collection and reporting [26], Path-Intelligent Global System for
Mobile communication sensors [27], and smart store frameworks [28] or the validation
of implemented technologies through beacons for proximity target marketing [29], social
presence and convenience evaluation models of smart retail technologies in real cases [30],
and IoT investment valuation [31]. Understanding the applications and benefits of the
IoT and smart retail technologies is another research topic that has significant attention
from scholars [7,26,32–36]. However, only a few recent papers aimed to resolve the gap of
frameworks and processes that could be useful for retail practitioners in the deployment
of the IoT in a retail environment [2,37–41]. Despite the initial hype around beacon technology [42] and trials with implementation, this technology still lacks mass adoption in
retail. Beacons are an IoT technology with the potential for implementation in retail and
marketing but with still limited understanding of their acceptance, impact, and viability. In
recent research [40], the authors identified the challenges for beacon implementation as follows: a lack of understanding of (1) how this technology can create value for the customer,
(2) how to deploy and integrate into existing retailers’ information and technology systems,
(3) how to overcome the legislative and perception challenges of privacy protection and
security, and (4) financial constraints vs. expected (unknown) benefits.
Reviewing the literature, we can conclude that there is a gap in the theory about
organisational decision making regarding the implementation of the IoT and specifically
beacons in retail, integrating the technology acceptance aspect, deployment planning and
infrastructure, organisational and financial requirements, and expected business results.
For retailers or brand owners, a decision framework for beacon network implementation
would be a helpful tool to plan, execute, and measure the impact on value creation of this
technology. How practitioners should assess the assumptions of smart retail technology
perceptions and the likelihood of adoption was suggested in [38]. Pilots are suggested to
research the acceptance of beacon services by shoppers in retail [43]. Another model for consideration when implementing the IoT is the input-process-output framework, designing
the concept as the input, evaluation the option in the process and before implementation,
and the impact in practice as the output [44].
The present study is an attempt to help address a few research questions. Since
there is still limited evidence of beacon effectiveness and a lack of understanding of their
potential to create value for the customer, with our in-market experiment, we aim to explore
whether beacon-triggered shopper promotions are more effective than traditional in-store
promotions. The in-market experiment of beacon deployment examines shopper response
to beacon-triggered promotions in terms of noticeability, acceptance, and the impact on
purchase behaviour.
Furthermore, we aim to propose a prediction model that organisations could use at the
planning stage of beacon implementation to target the desired level of shopper response and
to maximise the desired business outcome. The proposed model combines the execution
parameters of the beacon implementation and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use
of Technology (UTAUT) as a framework for beacon activation acceptance pre-assessment.
This paper is set up to provide a framework and new evidence to support managerial
decisions related to beacon technology introduction in retail. The outcomes give a further
theoretical contribution and useful guidelines for marketers and decision makers.
The main contributions of the paper are the following:
-

A proof of concept for beacons as a vehicle for shopper engagement and promotional
activities in a retail environment, which adds to the prior studies confirming the
positive impact on sales this technology can have.
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-

-

This research builds on knowledge regarding shoppers’ acceptance and interaction
with smart retail technology and beacons specifically. We use the UTAUT acceptance
model and real in-market tests and methodology to evaluate the beacons’ impact.
The development of a model for marketing decision makers in retail and consumer sector
goods that can help them plan the implementation of beacons to engage shoppers. We
introduce new metrics of beacon efficacy. The model is not only a theoretical construct,
but it can also be a useful tool for practitioners dealing with beacon implementation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 covers a literature review
about smart retail and relevant IoT technologies, a more detailed review of beacons, and
theoretical frameworks for technology acceptance. Section 3 deals with the method explanation. In Section 4, we present and discuss the results. Section 5 summarises the work
with theoretical contributions, managerial implications, limitations, and future research,
and we close with the conclusions in Section 6.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Internet of Things and Smart Retail Technologies
Despite the fast growth of connected sensors and optimistic projections for the future in
many domains of application, the retail industry is not at the forefront of IoT adoption [6].
There has been notable progress in technology improving its advantages, such as the
decreasing technology costs, the increasing computing power of devices, and improved
interoperability, privacy, and security [2]. Some of the barriers for adoption identified a
decade ago remain unresolved [18]. Issues related to scalability, standards, data integrity,
and privacy are still in focus for many researchers and practitioners.
IoT application in retail with the use of smart retail technology creates an interactive
retail system that delivers retail services to consumers through a network of smart or intelligent objects and devices [15,33]. Such smart technologies create smart retailing practices,
a concept where retailers and consumers use technology to improve the quality of their
shopping experiences [32,33,35]. A smart store environment can provide an understanding
of customer behaviour and turn that understanding into actionable insights [28].
Previous studies have identified that consumers value smart technology in the retail environment. Specific findings indicate that smart retail technologies lead to more favourable
behaviour towards the retail store, smart technology, and shopping outcomes [45], converting purchases and improving business in terms of efficiency, productivity, cost optimization,
increased revenues [2,38], creating value from data [3], and helping shoppers make their
purchase decisions [16]. Furthermore, smart retail technologies have the embedded possibility of personalisation and interactivity, which are critical digital stimuli that can enrich a
customer’s experience [4]. Personalisation in retail store marketing was identified to have
five drivers (utilitarian, hedonic, control, interaction, and integration) and four barriers
(exploitation, interaction misfit, privacy, and lack of confidence) [46]. Due to the concept of
omnichannel retailing, consumers have become more knowledgeable, demanding, collaborative, and interactive [47]. The exploration of the usefulness of innovative technologies in
retailing reviewed several IoT-based solutions that create a smart retail environment, like
electronic shelf labels, smart trolleys, RFID, and self-service checkouts [16]. The authors
identified their benefits and limitations for both retailers and customers, with the underlying conclusion that congruence of technology with shopper goals increases the perceived
technology utility. In the extensive inventory analysis of smart retail technologies, the
authors indicated that most inventoried technologies provide cost savings, convenience,
and utilitarian value, while only a few technologies offer hedonic or symbolic benefits [41].
A frequently researched topic is the impact and effectiveness of the IoT in retail. Companies that introduce the IoT in retail perform better financially [48]. Different authors
have found significant positive implications in various domains. The opportunity for mass
marketing and the retail application of the IoT comes from assumed benefits to a business
and the generation of higher revenues from improved customer experience and loyalty or
a reduction of costs driven by productivity and efficiencies in demand management and
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logistics [39]. In particular, the earlier stages of the customer journey appear to be the most
instrumented [49]. Directly related to the customer, the benefits of sensors and actuators
are seen in the possibilities for context-relevant, personalised, real-time, interactive communication with consumers and shoppers that can drive traffic and transactions [2], facilitate
movement along the path to purchase, and enhance their experience—smart customer
experience—in providing opportunities for retailers to interconnect, empower, and engage
consumers [6,50,51]. Recent research by Bayer et al. [37] identified that IoT commerce adds
new affordances to customers, specifically context-aware services, natural interactions, and
automated customer processes.
The IoT can be deployed to improve logistics and infrastructure for more effective
retail business and store management [2]. While retailers see benefits from IoT technologies
in the supply chain, there is still a degree of concern related to the costs and trustworthiness of this technology and sensitivity to external drivers [52]. Additional findings
regarding the IoT in the retail supply chain indicate a lack of regulation and governance,
Internet infrastructure, and human skills [33]. When considering the adoption of the IoT,
organisations also face certain risks, like the risk of out-of-date or obsolete technology,
which usually has a significant cost of implementation, and the risk of out-of-use or insufficient adoption by consumers [39]. Incremental revenue from smart retail technologies
can be sourced from attracting new shoppers, increasing the share of volume from existing
shoppers and extracting greater consumer surplus, and this impact is moderated by the
shoppers’ perception of the value of smart technologies and its satisfaction, fairness, and
privacy [32,38]. IoT solutions for retail improve sales, reduce operating costs, improve
customer relationships, enable better real-time services, reduce customer retention, and
improve the decision-making process [36]. A useful framework for technology evaluation
is based on the value IoT retail solutions create and the area of impact [7]. This framework
combines the technology’s capability, enabling (immediate) or enhancing (potential) and
the area of impact for demand (consumer) or supply (retailer). The aggregation of IoT applications tracking in-store movement, path analysis, layout designs, store staff allocation,
and personalised marketing can increase the probability of purchase [28].
There are several research papers related to the tools and technologies that can help
shopper and staff insight generation or efficient store, equipment, and inventory management, as summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Smart retail solutions overview.
Smart Retail Solution

Functionality

Finding

Reference

Real-time locating
system

Shopper path monitoring
system

Enables identification of
best performing store areas,
shopper dwell time in
different locations,
prediction of shopper
paths, and segmentation of
shopping missions

[8]

The EmoMetric
intelligent trolley

Tracking customers’
emotions and providing
behavioural insight

High accuracy of the
technique and big data
integration

[36]

SmartMirrors

Technology that helps
facilitate shopper
decision making

Enables shopper
prospecting with data
integration

[53]

Scan and Go

Automatic scanning of
items and payment using
smartphones

Convenience and time
saving

[30]
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Table 1. Cont.
Smart Retail Solution

Functionality

Finding

Que Vision

Reduce waiting in queues

Generated the most
positive attitudinal
perceptions and did not
generate privacy concerns,
high perceived usefulness,
ease of use, and adoption
likelihood

[38]

Smart shelves

Weight-sensitive for
inventory management,
digital pricing, and
beacon-activated mobile
advertising possibilities

Somewhat negative
attitudinal perception and
high privacy concern, high
perceived usefulness, ease
of use, and adoption
likelihood

[38]

Tesco refrigerator
sensors

Using IoT to optimise
refrigerator temperature
and realise significant
cost savings

Sensors optimise
refrigerator performance
for energy saving

[54]

Path Intelligence for
mobile location
analytics

Novel solution for GSM
sensor technology

Enables mobile location
analytics

[27]

Predictive inventory
management and
merchandise layout
planning

Tracking shopper
behaviour at shelves

In-lab environment
achieving high accuracy for
item picking and shelf
locations

[55]

Kroger’s Retail Site
Intelligence

One platform of multiple
technologies and services

Better shopper experience,
easier location of products,
and faster check out

[31]

Continuous indoor
location

More intermittently
operated BLE solution with
trigger activation only
during relevant time
periods satisfies energy
constraints

[20]

BLE-based indoor
location tracking

Reference

Beacons
Being standard to most smartphones nowadays, beacons have become interesting to
marketers as a tool for real-time, contextual, micro-location-sensitive, and personalised communication at or close to the point of purchase, enabling sensitivity to local promotional offers
and being expected to create an enhanced brand experience and boost business efficiency.
A literature review of the IoT in retail found a few examples of beacon use, with
possibilities for indoor positioning and proximity targeting [21,29], contextual and personalised communication with shoppers, in-store advertising and couponing, digital price
tags, in-shelf digital advertising [43,56,57], sensing social interactions [58], or the example
from Macy’s ShopBeacon via the Shopkick application providing shopper engagement
and higher promotional relevance [31]. Additionally, beacons can be a part of intelligent
navigation that enables marking the location of objects and navigating people in indoor
spaces like shopping malls [59]. Users have a positive mindset for using the navigation
systems in indoor spaces based on beacon-based services [19].
BLE (beacon) is a modification to the standard Bluetooth protocol to allow short-range,
low-bandwidth, low-latency, very efficient communication [20]. A beacon continually
broadcasts a universally unique identifier, creating a mesh network connected to the
specified platform and application programming interface (API) [60].
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One of the challenges for mass beacon activations is the shoppers’ use of mobile
applications that should be installed on their mobile devices. Beacons installed in stores
need to communicate with mobile applications [12]. The applications can serve as a source
of location identifier, proximity detector, or personal interaction systems [60]. Research has
validated that shoppers are interested in receiving relevant deals, offers, and personalised
engagements [60,61] on their phones. Beacon technology was introduced in retail to
examine the possible applications, technical requirements, and the potential impact of
beacon-based services on the retailer’s business model [43]. Analysis of the results showed
that (1) customers were willing to use beacons in the hypermarkets, electronic markets, and
shopping malls, and (2) retailer data created from beacon interactions provided valuable
information about the customers’ behaviour and preferences. Different content of beacon
notifications in the real store environment was tested to determine what drives shopper
adoption and the likelihood to buy [13]. The study findings support the usefulness of
product information, other customers’ reviews, and personalised offers, while dynamic
pricing shows a negative implication due to the perceived unfairness of such a tactic.
The nature of smart mobile devices with their applications unique to smartphone
technology enables the use of sensors for the right real-time, location-sensitive, contextual
interaction with customers, establishing performance expectancy and hedonic motivation
as key influences on the intent to use proximity sensors in retail stores [12]. These sensors
can generate differentiated value in targeting by geo-location, by ambient contextual attribution, or by use of biometrics, building a theory of mobile marketing and possibilities that
only this technology provides [5]. Such applications impact the whole purchase decisionmaking process and give the possibility to influence it at any stage and not only in the
store. There are four pillars of mobile shopping (consumer–retailer interconnectedness, consumer empowerment, proximity-based consumer engagement, and web-based consumer
engagement) that define the relationships between the retailer and consumer through
the lenses of interconnectivity, empowerment, and engagement [50]. Shoppers perceive
a significant benefit in personalised interaction and enhanced shopping experience [62],
particularly in real time during the shopping experience [4], and higher value would be
given to personalisation than to location congruency [63]. People are willing to allow access
to their personal information for expected benefits of value or an enhanced experience.
The literature analysis showed an evident gap related to insights about how beacons
can influence shopper decision making. Furthermore, there are still inconsistent findings
and gaps in theoretical knowledge related to the impact of the IoT and beacons specifically
on business results or consumer satisfaction, the cost of technology introduction and maintenance or consequent organisational changes [40], or the shopper facing or infrastructure
and organisational view dichotomy, respectively [34]. This gap in beacon technology acceptance research from both the end user’s and the retailer’s organisational perspectives
is worthy of academic attention as an enabler for the wider adoption of this technology
in practice.
2.2. Technology Acceptance
The critical factor of IoT deployment for customer engagement is the customers’ acceptance of such novel communication and activation vehicles. Using various theoretical
frameworks such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [64], the Theory of Reasoned
Action (TRA) [65], the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [66], the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [67], UTAUT2 [68], and other builds on the UTAUT2
construct [69], scholars have been researching acceptance and adoption in the context of
smart retail. The UTAUT synthesises previous models and has remained foundational
to technology acceptance studies both in organisational and non-organisational contexts.
The UTAUT identifies four key factors: performance expectancy (PE), effort expectancy
(EE), social influence (SI), and facilitating conditions (FC), as well as four moderators (age,
gender, experience, and voluntariness) related to predicting behavioural intention (BI) to
use a technology and actual technology use (TU) [69]. The theory identifies that PE, EE,
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and SI influence BI as a dependent variable, while FC and BI determine TU. Age, gender,
experience, and voluntariness can moderate (M) the factors and behaviour [67,68].
While significant attention is given to technology acceptance, literature dealing with
smart retail technology acceptance is limited. One of the first research studies related to
smart retail technologies explored consumer acceptance of RFID services [14]. This study
explored the acceptance of RFID, identifying that performance, effort expectancy, and
individual traits (such as technology anxiety and information privacy concerns) affect consumer attitudes towards RFID technology and services. In the research of the antecedents
of the perceived shopping value of smart retail technologies, it was found that perceived
complexity, advantage, novelty, and the risk of using smart retail technologies determine
consumers’ perceived shopping value, which may also influence store loyalty and technology adoption [11]. The smart consumer experience enhances satisfaction and reduces
the risk towards smart retail technologies [15]. Customer satisfaction can be enhanced
when customers positively perceive the advantage and interactivity of smart retailing
experiences [51]. There are also research studies related to the acceptance of IoT technologies in retail stores. Network externalities have a significant impact on users’ perceived
benefit and, consequently, adoption of the IoT [70]. PE and hedonic motivation have a
strong impact on the BI of proximity sensors in stores, while privacy concern negatively
influences BI [12]. The embedded technological nature of the IoT directs user perception
and acceptance research to be based on technology acceptance models [34]. Furthermore, a
survey with 196 retail shoppers pointed out that perceived complexity and perceived risk
lead to customer exhaustion, while perceived advantage and perceived compatibility lead
to higher customer engagement [49]. For younger consumers, previous knowledge and
experience with technology positively impact the readiness to use smart retail technologies
in stores [71]. For organisational users like entrepreneurs, the technology knowledge was
added into the UTAUT2 model, and its relationship to IoT adoption was confirmed [10].
The same research confirmed the relevance of PE, SI, FC, hedonic motivation, and habit on
BI, while it did not support the influence of EE and price value.
The wholistic scope of UTAUT integrating users’ perceptions, expectations, experience, and the role of facilitating conditions is the reason for using the UTAUT model in our
research. Additionally, the relevance of the UTAUT for both the adoption and initial use
stages [69] enabled the analysis and incorporation into our proposed decision framework.
A literature review on UTAUT studies [72] indicated that the cumulative predictive power
of independent variables was not consistently confirmed in subsequent studies. Only PE
and BI qualified as the best predictors of TU. Another literature review on UTAUT [73] concluded that UTAUT in its current formulation appears to be a viable model for investigating
IoT adoption by organisations. They identified coverage of most PE and FC factors, while
SI focused on security and privacy, and there were no particular findings regarding EE.
Based on the literature review, we selected the UTAUT framework as it was suitable for
our study. Furthermore, since there is a gap in the literature dealing with beacon acceptance
research using this model, our work can contribute to a new pool of knowledge in this area.
3. Method
3.1. Research Questions
Beacons are an IoT technology with the potential for implementation in retail and
marketing but still with limited understanding of their acceptance, impact, and viability.
For retailers or brand owners, a decision framework for beacon network implementation
would be a helpful tool to plan, execute, and measure the impact on value creation of this
technology. Our main research questions (RQ) were as follows:

•
•

RQ1: Are beacon-triggered shopper promotions more effective than traditional in-store
promotions?
RQ2: Can there be a model to target the desired level of shopper response to beacontriggered promotions, a model that could be used in advance to plan activity parameters to maximise the outcome appropriately?
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RQ2: Can there be a model to target the desired level of shopper response to beacon8 of 25
triggered promotions, a model that could be used in advance to plan activity parameters to maximise the outcome appropriately?
RQ3: Can we utilise the UTAUT framework as a predictor of beacon activation acRQ3: Can we utilise the UTAUT framework as a predictor of beacon activation accepceptance by shoppers?
tance by shoppers?
RQ4: Assuming positive outcomes for RQ2 and RQ3, can the beacon activation preRQ4: Assuming positive outcomes for RQ2 and RQ3, can the beacon activation
diction model be applied to plan this technology’s implementation?
prediction model be applied to plan this technology’s implementation?

3.2.
3.2. Model
Model Development
Development
To
develop
To develop the
the prediction
prediction model,
model, we
we will
will start
start from
from the
the process
process of
of beacon
beacon interaction
interaction
with
a
smartphone
user.
This
is
demonstrated
in
Figure
1.
with a smartphone user. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1.
1. Beacon
Beacon activation
activation process.
process.
Figure

A beacon-enabled
beacon-enableddevice
devicewithin
withinthe
theretail
retailoutlet
outlet
sends
a signal
picked
a moA
sends
a signal
picked
up up
by abymobile
bile
phone
with
the
appropriate
application
installed,
Bluetooth
connection
enabled,
phone with the appropriate application installed, Bluetooth connection enabled, and and
nonotifications
within
application
allowed.
Input
about
activated
application
user
tifications
within
thethe
application
allowed.
Input
about
thethe
activated
application
user
is
is processed by the platform by predefined protocols and security parameters within the
processed by the platform by predefined protocols and security parameters within the
cloud hosting environment. An algorithm defines the message to be activated on the user’s
cloud hosting environment. An algorithm defines the message to be activated on the
smartphone. The message is sent to the application, and the smartphone receives the notifiuser’s smartphone. The message is sent to the application, and the smartphone receives
cation. From there, the shopper can choose to open, accept, and act accordingly or decline
the notification. From there, the shopper can choose to open, accept, and act accordingly
the notification (Figure 1). Several factors would influence the scale of shopper reactions:
or decline the notification (Figure 1). Several factors would influence the scale of shopper
(a) Availability of the relevant application on the user’s smartphone.
reactions:
The nature of
technology
assumes
a mobile
application as the key architec(a) Availability
of beacon
the relevant
application
on the
user’s smartphone.
ture node where notifications are sent [21,40]. Shoppers need to have the retailer’s or a
The nature of beacon technology assumes a mobile application as the key architecture
third-party app on their phones to enable the interaction [7,12,13,29,40,50,71] and support
node where notifications are sent [21,40]. Shoppers need to have the retailer’s or a thirdachieving sales and mobile marketing goals [60].
party app on their phones to enable the interaction [7,12,13,29,40,50,71] and support
(b) Adequate
application
and phone goals
settings
to allow the interaction between devices.
achieving
sales and
mobile marketing
[60].
The customer’s
phone
and
relevant
application
need
to be setbetween
up adequately
(b) Adequate
application
and
phone
settings
to allow the
interaction
devices.to
enable
the
interaction
with
an
in-store
beacon
as
a
location-sensing
device
[12],
allowing
The customer’s phone and relevant application need to be set up adequately to
enable
BLE
protocol
on
the
phone,
opting
in
for
location
and
notifications
within
the
app,
and
the interaction with an in-store beacon as a location-sensing device [12], allowing BLE
consenting to marketing communication [40]. Privacy concern as a perceived risk is often
protocol on the phone, opting in for location and notifications within the app, and confound to be the factor negatively affecting technology adoption [12,46,49] and needs to be
senting to marketing communication [40]. Privacy concern as a perceived risk is often
addressed with appropriate app consents and opt-in options.
found to be the factor negatively affecting technology adoption [12,46,49] and needs to be
(c) Number
beacons in the
trigger
the engagement process.
addressed
withofappropriate
appenvironment
consents andtoopt-in
options.

(c) Number
of beacons
in the
environment
to profile,
trigger and
the engagement
process. as well as
Depending
on the store
format,
customer
shopping occasions,
retailers’
commercial
objectives,
retail
outlets
may
choose
a
different
number
Depending on the store format, customer profile, and shopping occasions,ofasbeacons
well as
to be placed
within the
outlet [12,59].
placement
should
not be incidental
rather
retailers’
commercial
objectives,
retailTheir
outlets
may choose
a different
number ofbut
beacons
integrated
the the
retailer’s
business
model
and serve
the purpose
of betterbut
customer
to
be placedinto
within
outlet [12,59].
Their
placement
should
not be incidental
rather
service [28]. The beacon may attract traffic to the store (outdoor positioning) or provide
customer engagement within the store (indoor positioning) [60]. The cost and technical
performance need to be monitored and adequately managed [20]. A beacon’s sensor
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needs to enable advertising messages sent in close proximity for the beneficial impact of
network
needs
to enableon
advertising
location–ad
congruency
purchasesmessages
[29,50]. sent in close proximity for the beneficial
impact of location–ad congruency on purchases [29,50].
(d) Time intervals and total duration of the engagement period allowing for frequency
(d) of
Time
intervals and total duration of the engagement period allowing for frequency
interactions.
of interactions.
Price offers or other promotional activities have a better impact if limited in time and
Price
or other
promotional
activities
have
a better[59].
impact
if limited to
inavoid
time
aligned
to offers
the store’s
customer
profile and
shopping
occasions
Additionally,
and
alignedcustomers,
to the store’s
customer should
profile and
shopping
occasions
[59]. The
Additionally,
to
spamming
notifications
be sent
at adequate
intervals.
level of beaavoid
spamming
customers,
notifications
should
be
sent
at
adequate
intervals.
The
level
con activity also has implications on energy usage and the device’s lifetime [20]. Underof
beaconand
activity
also has
implications
onand
energy
theindevice’s
lifetime
standing
impacting
customer
footfall
theirusage
time and
spent
store [60]
should[20].
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Figure 2.
2. Beacon-triggered
Beacon-triggered activation
activation prediction
prediction model.
model.

The Notifications Index was calculated as NI = N/(B × D × U), where N = number of
The Notifications Index was calculated as NI = N/(B × D × U), where N = number of
notifications, B = number of beacons, D = period of activation in days, and U = number of
notifications, B = number of beacons, D = period of activation in days, and U = number of
application users (in millions).
application users (in millions).
There is a need to pre-assess shopper acceptance of new technologies before implemenThere is a need to pre-assess shopper acceptance of new technologies before impletation [38]. With that objective, we propose the Total Acceptance Score (TAS), which uses
mentation [38]. With that objective, we propose the Total Acceptance Score (TAS), which
the UTAUT framework based on its suitability for IoT acceptance [73]. The TAS measures
uses the UTAUT framework based on its suitability for IoT acceptance [73]. The TAS
PE, EE, SI, and FC on a 7-point Likert scale [68] and claimed BI. The average of all the
measures PE, EE, SI, and FC on a 7-point Likert scale [68] and claimed BI. The average of
factors’ scores, presenting the level of relevance and appeal, is expressed as a percentage of
all the factors’ scores, presenting the level of relevance and appeal, is expressed as a perthe ideal maximum score of 7. This percentage is then multiplied by the BI percentage to
centage of the ideal maximum score of 7. This percentage is then multiplied by the BI
reach the TAS.
percentage to reach the TAS.
By correcting the activity appeal and intention to participate (TAS) with the implemencorrecting(NI),
the activity
appealthe
and
intentionNotifications
to participate
(TAS) (PNE),
with the
impletationBy
parameters
we can reach
Predicted
Efficacy
which
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mentation
(NI),
we planned
can reach
the Predicted activity.
Notifications Efficacy (PNE),
the
estimateparameters
of the efficacy
of the
beacon-triggered
which is the estimate of the efficacy of the planned beacon-triggered activity.
3.3. Study Design
3.3. Study
Designthe research questions and validate the conceptual model, the following
To address
approach was applied.
Quasi-experiments in a limited number of stores are suggested for assessing the assumptions of smart retail technology perceptions and the likelihood of adoption, comparing
the outcome against a matched sample [38]. Another suggestion is pilot studies as a means
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to research the acceptance of beacon services by shoppers in retail [43]. We were given
access to data from the three beacon-triggered promotional use cases conducted by a major
beverage company in Serbia, Croatia, and Bulgaria. An in-market test was conducted
in Serbia as an experiment, and two more in-market beacon activations in Croatia and
Bulgaria were referenced as benchmarks to support the findings. All three cases were used
to determine the effect of beacon-triggered promotional communication on shoppers and
address RQ1 and RQ2. What was measured was the effectiveness of beacons as a tool
to attract shopper attention, influence shopper decisions, and result in incremental sales,
assuming the beacon technology’s acceptance by shoppers. All three cases were related
to beacon-triggered shopper activations, using the IoT to inform and engage shoppers
in the vicinity of a retail outlet to participate in special or ongoing promotions accessible
in those outlets. Shoppers are willing to use beacons in hypermarket and shopping mall
environments [43]. The expectation regarding such activations is to leverage the unique
communication tool during the path to purchase, addressing the pillar of proximity-based
consumer engagement [50] and facilitating the conversion to purchase by providing the
cost and effort reduction value to shoppers [41], thus generating incremental sales that the
IoT-based personalised offer service increases sales versus traditional methods [13].
The details of the first experiment are explained in the following paragraphs. A market
test of beacon-triggered promotion was conducted in partnership with the leading beverage
producer and the leading local retailer in Serbia. The store sample had 10 representative
stores in Belgrade and 10 twin control stores of the same profile. Based on the retailer’s
data, the stores were selected based on the following criteria: same store format (size and
assortment), not outliers in terms of sales, and covering a broad city geography. Beacons
were placed in the test stores with a set reach of 20 m, and the objective was to interact
with the existing users of the SimplyTastly mobile application. SimplyTastly has been
in the market since 2015, designed as a native Android and iOS application and having
160,000 users at the time of the experiment. Its purpose was to facilitate cooking and
grocery shopping. Its main features included recipe searching, shopping list generation,
retailer leaflet and promotion overviews, and retail outlet mapping. Connectivity with
beacons was enabled within the application, but it was not the main feature and reason for
users to download and use it. Beacons were sending notifications to shoppers while they
were still outside but in close proximity to the store. The notification offered a special deal
to shoppers: purchase 1 litre of a beverage and 500 g of meat to get a 15% discount that
could be redeemed at the cashier. Beacon functionality within the app was programmed
to connect to any beacon type. In this experiment, Estimote Bluetooth location beacons
were deployed. They were compatible with the beacon packets for both iOS and Android.
The backend process between the application and the beacon is illustrated in Figure 3.
The smartphone with the SimplyTastly app would detect the beacon within the 20-m
range. The app would contact the host server via the Internet connection available on
the phone. After checking for the active promotions and user eligibility, the server would
send the notification to the shopper’s smartphone. The response time was up to 1 s. This
whole process was happening in the background without the shopper’s active involvement.
Beacon installation in stores was coupled with store staff training, explaining to them how
the equipment worked, the promotion’s content, how to respond to the shoppers’ questions,
and how the redemption worked. The promotion ran in 2 waves of 2 weeks during the
summer of 2017.
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in Bulgaria: 2 months running a summer national promotion and beacons installed in
coolers (11,500) sending push notifications to promotional application users (100,000 people) passing by the outlets, reminding them of the promotion and inviting them to participate for a chance to win a prize.
In terms of user experience, the promotions in Croatia and Bulgaria were similar.
When in the proximity of the beacon, a notification about the ongoing national promotion
would be sent to users inviting them to purchase the product and enter codes located
under the closure of the beverage to participate for a chance to win a prize. Both of the
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Table 2. SimplyTastly beacon-triggered promotion test UTAUT context dimensions.
Context Dimension
User class
Technology
Task
Location (geography)
Location (sector)

Test Parameters
Consumer or shopper
Beacon-triggered mobile notification for a promotion
Participation in promotion
Serbia (Croatia, Bulgaria)
Retail or CPG
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Table 2. SimplyTastly beacon-triggered promotion test UTAUT context dimensions.
Context Dimension

Test Parameters

User class

Consumer or shopper

Technology

Beacon-triggered mobile notification for a promotion

Task

Participation in promotion

Location (geography)

Serbia (Croatia, Bulgaria)

Location (sector)

Retail or CPG

Time

Adoption or initial use

Using the reference of the prior research [15,67,75], Table 3 shows the defining statements for each of the UTAUT model factors and the recorded behavioural outcome or the
business metric that resulted during the market test.
PE is defined in terms of perceived usefulness (PE1) [64,76], outcome expectation
(PE2) [77,78], and relative advantage (PE3) [79], measured by the applied promotional
discount, notification acceptance, and actual redemption (absolute and relative to other
promotional mechanisms). EE from the user’s perspective is defined by perceived ease of
use (EE1) [64,76], ease of use (EE2) [79], and complexity (EE3) [80], for which the acceptance
of a notification and redemption are taken as measures. SI, defined as the influence of
others [78], or observability [79], defined as visibility to others, were less relevant in this
specific case; as user demographics were not captured, the participation in the promotion
did not require any interaction with others, nor was it directly visible to others. FC, in this
case, can be summarised in terms of the objective technology-related prerequisites [80]
for participation such as a phone (FC1) and Bluetooth (FC2) being turned on during the
store visit, a preinstalled application (FC3), and in-app notifications being enabled (FC4)
or compatibility [79] with existing needs and experiences related to shopping behaviour,
like visiting specific stores during promotion weeks (FC5) and relevance of the offer to
specific shoppers (FC6). Technology requirements were a critical enabler, since if any were
not present, the shopper would not be able to interact with the beacon and decide on the
promotion’s relevance.
As a demonstration of the intention to use the technology, in this case, notification
acceptance (vs. refusal) and the redemption rate (redeemed vs. non-redeemed offers) were
taken as the measure of BI. Actual TU is defined as redemption and the purchase rate
compared with the standard promotional mechanisms and control store sales.
Table 3. Conceptual framework of the test.
Model Factors

Performance
Expectancy (PE)

Effort
Expectancy (EE)

Factor Definition

Reference

Factor Item

PE1. Promotion is
useful

Perceived Usefulness
[64,76]

Percent of savings,
acceptance,
redemption

PE2. Promotion is
beneficial

Outcome Expectation
[77,78]

Percent of saving,
redemption

PE3. Such promotion
is better vs. others

Relative Advantage
[79]

Redemption rate

EE1. Easy to use

Perceived Ease of Use
[64,76]

Acceptance level

EE2. Easy to access

Ease of Use [79]

Accept, redeem

EE3. Clear what to do

Complexity [80]

Redemption rate
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Table 3. Cont.
Model Factors
Social Influence (SI)

Factor Definition

Reference

SI1. Influence of
others

Influence of Others
[78]

Not recorded or
application rating

SI2. Visible to others

Observability [79]

No

FC1. Phone on
in-store
FC2. Bluetooth on
FC3. Application
installed
Facilitating
Conditions (FC)

Technology Use (TU)

Turned on
Objective
Technology-Related
Prerequisites [80]

Turned on
Percent of population
vs. benchmarks

FC4. Notifications
enabled

Enabled

FC5. Shopping at test
store weeks

Low

FC6. Relevance of
promotion
combination offer
Behaviour
Intention (BI)

Factor Item

Compatibility [79]
High-frequency items

BI1. Notification
acceptance

Refusal vs.
acceptance rate

BI2. Redemption

Redeemed vs.
non-redeemed

TU1. Redemption

Vs. standard

TU2. Purchase rate

Vs. control
(incremental)

Finally, to address RQ4, the Notifications Index and Total Acceptance Score were
multiplied to calculate the estimate of the efficacy of the planned beacon-triggered activity
(i.e., the Predicted Notifications Efficacy). These estimated outcomes were compared to the
actual redemption rates to determine the predictive potential of the model.
3.4. Research Procedure
The following research procedure was implemented as illustrated in Figure 5. The
in-market experiment with beacons in Serbia was executed in the field. In addition to
results analytics (shown later in Figure 6), we defined each UTAUT factor by the item
collected in the experiment (previously illustrated in Table 3). The other two pilot tests
with beacons in Croatia and Bulgaria were used for benchmarking. Since each of the three
cases had a very different number of beacons, application users, and duration parameters,
we converted the absolute figures to ratios to achieve a common measurement unit. The
outcome was the calculated NI. Intending to establish the basis for the prediction of the
technology use, we simulated the evaluations of each in-market test using the UTAUT
model. The details of the choice of factors and the scoring are provided in Section 4.2. These
scores were used to calculate the TAS. The complete calculation method is explained in
Figure 6. With NI and TAS available, PNE could be calculated, and this was the following
step. Finally, the predicted values of expected use were compared to the achieved results of
the in-market tests.
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of
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each constituting variable divided by the number of variables. In our case, PE had three
variables: perceived usefulness, outcome expectation, and relative advantage (explained in
variables: perceived usefulness, outcome expectation, and relative advantage (explained
Section 4.2). As shown in Equation (5), such derived values for each factor were summed
in Section 4.2). As shown in Equation (5), such derived values for each factor were
up and divided by the number of factors (the UTAUT model had four [67]). This value was
summed up and divided by the number of factors (the UTAUT model had four [67]). This
divided by seven, representing the maximum value of the applied seven-point Likert scale.
value was divided by seven, representing the maximum value of the applied seven-point
Seven is also the ideal maximum score for a factor that the intended users may not perceive.
Likert scale. Seven is also the ideal maximum score for a factor that the intended users
Therefore, this discrepancy was included in the predicted effectiveness calculation. Finally,
may not perceive. Therefore, this discrepancy was included in the predicted effectiveness
the impact of the moderating variables (M) and expressed behaviour intent of using the
calculation. Finally, the impact of the moderating variables (M) and expressed behaviour
technology were used as multipliers to reach the TAS value.
intent of using the technology were used as multipliers to reach the TAS value.
∑ (meanPE1, meanPE2, . . . , meanPEn)
PE = ∑ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛PE1, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛PE2, . . . , 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛PEn
(1)
(1)
PE
nPE

𝑛PE

∑ (meanEE1, meanEE2, . . . , meanEEn)
EE = ∑ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛EE1, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛EE2, . . . , 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛EEn
nEE
EE

𝑛EE

SI

∑ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛SI1, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛SI2, . . . , 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛SIn
𝑛PE

(2)
(2)

(3)
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SI =
FC =

∑ (meanSI1, meanSI2, . . . , meanSIn)
nPE

(3)

∑ (meanFC1, meanFC2, . . . , meanFCn)
nPE

(4)

TAS = (∑(PE, EE, SI, FC)/4)/7 × M × BI

(5)

4. Results and Discussion
The analysis of the results was organised into three sections. The first section aimed to
address RQ1 and RQ2. This was related to the experiment’s parameters and the benchmark
cases to establish the NI and the effectiveness analysis of the beacon-triggered promotions.
The second section dealt with the simulation of the UTAUT framework as a predictive tool
for TAS and the final PNE score analysis addressing RQ3 and RQ4.
4.1. Beacon Experiment Effectiveness and Parameter Analysis
During the two in-market test waves in Serbia, the combined results were as illustrated
in Figure 6.
A total of 36 notifications was sent out to random people who entered the selected
stores, had the SimplyTastly application installed on their smartphones, and fulfilled
the following FC: the phone was on, notifications and location were enabled, and Bluetooth was on. The in-market test was designed in line with previous research, which
confirmed a positive impact of goal congruence on purchases [11] and location congruence
relevance [63,74]. From 36 sent notifications, 29 (81%) were opened, confirming the noticeability [74] and readiness to proceed with participation. Out of the opened notifications,
22 (76%) were accepted, supporting the acceptance by shoppers and the positive benefit
perception impact to BI. The acceptance ratio of 3:1 supports the impact of BI on TU. Finally,
20 notifications (91% of those accepted) were redeemed. When comparing the redeemed vs.
sent notifications, a 56% redemption rate was achieved. Such a rate is significantly higher
versus the historical average (according to internal company data) (TU), supporting the
positive finding for RQ1. There were no purchases of the promoted combinations at the
control stores during the activation period. Therefore, we conclude that all purchases were
incremental (TU). This result supports the positive impact of beacon technology on influence shoppers’ attention and purchase decisions, indicating higher efficiency versus the
historical internal benchmarks. This is also in line with the previous findings that IoT-based
personalised offer services increase sales versus traditional methods [13]. These results
confirm the proposition on beacon effectiveness in response to RQ1 regarding noticeability,
acceptance, and the effective impact on purchase behaviour.
There was no interference during the activation but complete reliance on random
factors, which were the facilitating factors (FC) in this case, namely that the application users
were shopping in test pr control outlets, that they had notifications and location enabled in
the application, that they had Bluetooth on, that their phones were on during shopping,
and that they would hear and act on the notification received, with all of these being
technology-related barriers connected with beacons [40]. With these conditions fulfilled,
shoppers were receiving the notifications and engaged as per Figure 4, which confirmed the
effect of FC on BI. The high level of notification acceptance led to the assumption that the
shoppers did not find this means of communication intrusive or negative. On the contrary,
high acceptance and redemption created the assumption of high perceived value, which
is one of the key factors of IoT acceptance by shoppers [38,62,81]. All received responses
were entirely voluntary (M), although this model factor was not measured.
We are aware that the sample of 36 incidences of sent notifications in the Serbian
experiment is low. We are, however, choosing to use the results as relevant indicators due
to the following reasons: real in-market circumstances, the wide spread of selected stores
to avoid geographical population skew, full randomness of the incidences, availability of
the control stores for sales comparison, a statistical minimum of 30 for the quantitative
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sample size, further benchmarking vs. two other market cases and additional analysis
used for modeling, and treating the experiment results as indications to support the
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test is summarised in Table 4. The low numbers of the beacons per user and
notifications
addition, the reward was instantaneous (i.e., redeemed at the cashier upon purchase
per user were because in Serbia, only 10 beacons were available in the market for the test,
without registering any additional codes or the offer of a chance to win), delivering on
while in Bulgaria and Croatia, there has already been commercial deployment of beaconthe sweet spot of IoT: the immediate benefit connecting demand and supply [7]. The use
enabled coolers across the markets (2800 and 11,500 beacons, respectively). The NI was
of such technology facilitates skipping some of the purchase cycle steps, allowing one to
calculated as the ratio of notifications by the number of beacons multiplied by days and
jump from “consideration” to “choice” [37]. The test had a few simple steps for the user
by users to eliminate the effect of the different number of application users or beacons or
(no additional learning requirements, registration, nor code entry), where the findings
the duration of the activity. Such an approach gave a comparable base between the differabout no relationship between commitment to learn and a customer’s likelihood to engage
ent test cases. This NI would be applied as the multiplier correction factor to the Total
with smart technology in retail are confirmed [71], as well as findings that performance
Acceptance Score.
expectancy is one of the key influences to using proximity sensors inside the store [12].
These parameters of PE and EE must perform effectively to influence BI and TU.
Table 4. Summary of quantitative parameters of beacon-triggered promotions in in-market tests.
In reference to RQ2, the benchmark analysis of the quantitative parameters of each test
Test
Bulgaria
Croatia per
is summarised
in Parameters
Table 4. The low numbers ofSerbia
the beacons per
user and notifications
Application
users (ininmillions)
0.160
0.100
user were because
Serbia, (U)
only 10 beacons
were available0.011
in the market for
the test, while
Beacons
(B) and Croatia, there has already been
10 commercial2800
in Bulgaria
deployment of11,500
beacon-enabled
Period
days (D)
28beacons, respectively).
56
coolersinacross
the markets (2800 and 11,500
The NI60was calculated
Notifications
(N)notifications by the number36of beacons multiplied
850
as the ratio of
by days15,100
and by users to
eliminate
the
effect
of
the
different
number
of
application
users
or
beacons
or the duration
0.80
0.49
0.22
Notifications Index (NI): N/(B × D × U)
of the activity. Such an approach gave a comparable base between the different test cases.
This The
NI would
be of
applied
as the multiplier
factorthat
to the
Totaldefine
Acceptance
Score.
number
notifications
was only correction
one parameter
would
the promotion’s success as the one most directly linked to technology. The redemption rate depended on N and on other parameters of the promotional activity provided in Table 3.
Establishing the NI can become a tool to plan the scale of beacon-related activities to
reach the desired number of notifications (N). Now, we could plan the scale of required
users (U), duration of the programme (D), or required number of beacon devices (B) to
reach, for example, 100,000 notifications. Secondly, the NI should not exceed the value of
one, as that would mean that one user would receive more than one notification per day.
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Table 4. Summary of quantitative parameters of beacon-triggered promotions in in-market tests.
Test Parameters

Serbia

Bulgaria

Croatia

Application users (in millions) (U)

0.160

0.011

0.100

Beacons (B)

10

2800

11,500

Period in days (D)

28

56

60

Notifications (N)

36

850

15,100

Notifications Index (NI): N/(B × D × U)

0.80

0.49

0.22

The number of notifications was only one parameter that would define the promotion’s
success as the one most directly linked to technology. The redemption rate depended on N
and on other parameters of the promotional activity provided in Table 3.
Establishing the NI can become a tool to plan the scale of beacon-related activities to
reach the desired number of notifications (N). Now, we could plan the scale of required
users (U), duration of the programme (D), or required number of beacon devices (B) to
reach, for example, 100,000 notifications. Secondly, the NI should not exceed the value
of one, as that would mean that one user would receive more than one notification per
day. Such a level of intrusion would be likely to diminish the positive value of relevant
content. Each of the scenarios can be costed out and used to select the most optimal and
financially sound solution, with the possibility to compare the cost of acquiring additional
users versus prolonging the activity or increasing the number of beacons.
4.2. Beacon Predictive Framework Analysis
Using similar metrics of actual behaviour rather than claimed user opinions, we
simulated the scores of each of the three cases of beacon-triggered promotions using the
seven-point Likert scale [68] per each model factor. We used this result to compare the
NI from Table 4 with the TU scores in Table 5 to predict the efficacy of the notifications
and compare this to the achieved redemption rates in each case. These results are given
in Table 5.
Table 5. UTAUT scores and promotional efficacy of in-market tests.
Serbia
6.33

Test Scores
Bulgaria
5.33

Croatia
4.00

b. Effort expectancy (EE) score

6.67

6.00

5.00

c. Facilitating conditions (FC) score
d. Mean of PE, EE, and FC
e. Deviation of d. from ideal score of 7
f. Moderating variables (M)

5.83
6.28
0.90
1.00

5.50
5.61
0.80
1.00

5.50
4.83
0.69
1.00

g. Behaviour intention (BI)
h. Total Acceptance Score (TAS) (e × f × g)
k. NI (from Table 4)
i. Predicted Notifications Efficacy (PNE) (h × k)
j. Technology use (TU): actual redemption rate

0.69
0.62
0.80
0.50
0.56

0.40
0.32
0.49
0.16
0.24

0.25
0.17
0.22
0.04
0.08

Model Factors
a. Performance expectancy (PE) score

The PE scores were derived by assigning value to perceived usefulness, outcome
expectation, and relative advantage, assuming higher scores if the message was delivered in
proximity to the product inside the store [38,63], congruent with the shopping goal [16,63],
and when shoppers were in the shopping modus [83]. The EE scores were derived by
assigning value to perceived ease of use, ease of use, and complexity, assuming higher
scores if there was a simple and easy flow [45], perceived convenience [30], and higher user
self-efficacy [45]. Since none of the tests had interactions with others (neither the influence
of others nor visibility to others), SI was not scored. FC was assessed while assuming the
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objective technology-related prerequisites [80] for participation, such as the phone and
Bluetooth being turned on in the store, a preinstalled application and in-app notifications
enabled, and compatibility [79] with existing needs and experiences related to shopping
behaviour such as the number of shopping weeks, and the relevance of offered deal in
terms of convenience and functional value [40], as well as the potential for upselling and
cross-selling [43]. BI and TU were scored based on the levels of notification acceptance and
redemption. Since no factor other than the voluntariness of M was registered, and each test
assumed fully voluntary user action, a score of one was assigned across the board.
If all conditions were fully satisfied, the users would rate each factor the maximum
score of seven. However, not all the variables met the expectations, and the factors’ mean
scores were lower than seven. For the prediction, the achieved evaluation score (d in
Table 5) should be divided by seven to have the starting point for further calculations of
the predicted efficacy (e in Table 5). The TAS was calculated as e × f × g and represented
the indication of users’ potential engagement with the technology. However, not all users
would have the possibility to engage with the technology in the market. Therefore, the
field parameters needed to be included and expressed as the NI. The final PNE (i in Table 5)
was derived from the multiplication of the TAS and NI. The actual redemption rates are
shown in line j of Table 5. All three cases showed the directional congruence of the expected
and actual outcomes, with the model indicating somewhat lower scores than the actual
ones. The results in this section address RQ3 and RQ4 for the suitability of the UTAUT
framework for the assessment and the applicability of a prediction model for beacon
activation implementation planning.
The number of notifications alone did not guarantee acceptance and redemption.
Comparative evaluation of the three cases indicated that the utility level of the promotion
(PE) [41], the immediacy of the reward (PE) [11], and the ease of participation (EE) [14,15,38]
seemed to drive higher acceptance (BI) and redemption (TU), generating incremental
revenue (TU). FC is a critical enabler of user response which enables TU, as higher coverage
of beacons and a higher number of application users provided a broader base of users
to trigger the desired response and try to influence the purchase. The scope and ease of
network externalities [70], knowledge, and habit of smart retail technology use [10] can
further drive adoption by users.
The PNE becomes a valuable tool for decision makers. With the PNE as a predicted
redemption level, managers can decide if this generates a sufficient sales uplift to justify
the investment. Additionally, they can model the parameters to improve the perception of
PE, EE, SI, or FC or adjust the duration, beacon network, or app users on the other side.
Comparing the investments needed with the expected incremental sales value can help the
managers make the right decisions for their organisations.
5. Implications, Limitations, and Future Research
5.1. Theoretical Contributions
The main contribution of this research is that it provides a proof of concept for beacontriggered promotions in the retail environment. It contributes to the smart retail literature
by providing evidence of beacon implementation’s effectiveness in triggering shopper
responses to promotional activities. Using beacons for shopper activation and conversion
to purchase seems to be an effective tool that can bring significantly better results when
compared with traditional engagement mechanisms. This adds to the prior pool of research
that identified similar findings [13,28,38,74].
There is still a limited amount of research papers dealing with IoT adoption in the
retail and CPG industries and none deploying the UTAUT model for beacon technology
acceptance in retail. Our research is building on the knowledge about shopper behaviour
and interaction with beacons in real market circumstances, which is an approach suggested
in previous studies [38,43]. Comparative evaluation of the three cases indicates that the
utility level of the promotion (PE) [41], the immediacy of the reward (PE) [11], and the ease
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of participation (EE) [14,15,38] seem to drive higher acceptance (BI) and redemption (TU),
generating incremental revenue (TU).
Finally, this paper proposes a new model that practitioners can use when planning the
beacon-triggered shopper engagement activities. We are introducing metrics such as the
Notifications Index, Total Acceptance Score, and Predicted Notifications Efficacy, which
are new to the theory. While some recent papers dealt with the challenges of beacons [40]
and smart retail technology implementation [2,37–41], none are integrating the logistical
parameters and the user perceptions as pre-assessments and a planning tool.
5.2. Managerial Implications
The main goal of the paper was to make an impact on the practice in the field of proximity retail marketing [84]. The research results discussed in this paper have valuable new
insights for marketing practitioners dealing with retail. Our research indicates the positive
impact of beacon technology on shoppers during purchases, attracting their attention and
influencing the decision to purchase, resulting in incremental sales. Shoppers seem to
accept technology. These findings support considerations for broader implementation of
beacons to drive better business results, helping to articulate meaningful use cases [40]. Expanding the knowledge pool about beacon retail services helps increase knowledge about
this technology among entrepreneurs as an important factor that drives adoption [10].
While it is important to reach scale with the expansion of IoT solutions and shopper
activations, securing the actual performance of the technology in terms of relevance and
ease of use is critical to achieving technology adoption and business results. Assuming
the positive role the IoT has as an enabler of demand impact [7], the possibility to shorten
the purchase cycle [37] or to minimise the risk that retailers see in the loss of cross-selling
opportunities due to smart retail technology implementation [16] can all be overcome by
beacon retail services as in the Serbian case example.
The technology itself cannot solve the problem of irrelevant or complex promotion
that can disengage shoppers. The functional technology is an enabler [41], with beacon
technology being simple and effective, but marketers need to understand the shoppers’
needs and design promotional tools that will provide a superior user experience. The
proposed beacon activation prediction model combines the logistic parameters and user
perceptions pre-assessment as a process, and tool practitioners can use this to optimise their
investments and help improve operational efficiency. The proposed model factors and modeling the desired response behaviour or business outcome can help identify the weaknesses
of specific technology solutions, evaluate the technical and financial viability of necessary
improvements. Varying individual factors and comparing their costs can help managers
compare the options of different solutions that can drive the desired business outcomes.
Assuming compliance with shoppers’ opt-in rights, privacy, and security, which can be
risks and have a direct negative impact on the outcomes [7,12,45], perceived value benefits
have the potential to drive further adoption of IoT-triggered marketing tactics. In the
analysed in-market tests, we saw how IoT-enabled solutions created what Shankar et al. [83]
defined as the win-win-win outcome between manufacturers, retailers, and shoppers.
The beacons achieved the best outcomes in combination with AR or VR as an enabler
for creating new types of consumer interfaces, such as smart dressing rooms, simulated
shelves, virtual product displays, and interactive virtual shelf-talkers [84].
5.3. Limitations and Future Research
While the analysed in-market test in Serbia had the benefit of real market conditions
and real shopper behaviour, it was limited in terms of scale; the geographical coverage
was limited to only one city, having only a sample of 10 outlets and resulting in only
36 notifications sent out during the test period. Benchmarking with tests in Bulgaria and
Croatia indicated a reduced positive impact when activated at the national level and over
a longer period. Repeating the test in Serbia at an expanded store base and for longer
would help determine the acceptance level and degree of diminishing returns, which is
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an important managerial question. Validation of the NI would also require more cases.
Running the user survey to assess and confirm the TAS would be important to confirm the
proposed model as a predictor of technology efficacy.
The moderation effect, in this case, was not recorded, as the application and the
promotion did not require any registration. The only active factor in this case was the
voluntary nature of participation. The beacon was interacting with the SimplyTastly
application users completely randomly without any prior notifications or explanations. It
would be worthwhile to research the impact of different socio-demographic parameters
like age, gender, or income level that may influence reactions to beacons.
We were not given access to the financial data, which is one of the limitations of this
paper. Comparing the investments needed to bring the beacon technology to life in a
promotional activity against the realised incremental revenue from a sales uplift would
have been valuable. The costs should be differentiated between direct variable costs and
the allocated depreciation of fixed assets deployed in future activities. The sales uplift was
recorded in the tests, which gave the basis for incremental revenue and profit calculation.
Additional value with the IoT solution could come from possibilities for personalisation [40], thus assuming even higher value creation. Personalisation was not tested in this
case, but it would be valuable to determine the impact of personalisation on acceptance
and the use of beacons.
Sustaining the IoT system and leveraging its use for more targeted and productive
promotional activities bears the recurring cost to the enterprise, driving higher efficiency
to expected returns. Analysis of benefits versus the cost of maintaining the IoT system is
an important field of interest for managers, and return on investment models could be
informed by the technology acceptance findings.
Running dedicated post-experience research with users would help confirm their
perceptions about the technology, the implications on brand acceptance, the imagery of
activated brands, the retailer [41], readiness to use the functionality, and perceived benefits.
6. Conclusions
This paper reviewed new possibilities for improving marketing and retail practices
by implementing IoT solutions. The existing literature indicates the effectiveness of smart
retail practices enabled by IoT technology such as beacons. At the same time, there is a gap
in predictive frameworks for effective planning of beacon technology implementation by
retail practitioners. Our research, grounded in a real in-market experiment in Serbia and
benchmark cases in Bulgaria and Croatia, provides a novel model that can help to target the
desired level of shopper response to beacon-triggered promotions. The UTAUT framework
can be utilised to generate the TAS predictive measure. The beacon implementation plan
details and the NI score can be used to model the implementation design parameters.
Multiplication of the TAS and NI provides the PNE as a measure of the predicted level of
response. The PNE can be a useful tool for practitioners to model the costs and expected
results and thus optimise beacon implementation.
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